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SWI as a launching pad for learning in any subject area
SWI Lessons growing from investigations of <media>:
I began using an investigation of etymological and morphological relatives of the words
building on the bound base <medi> years ago. I refined my work on this family during
my time as a visiting scholar at the Nueva School (2015-2016) when I was asked to look
at a number of words from this family in the context of different subject areas and
grades. An upper elementary class asked me to look at the math terms mean, median,
mode. A lower elementary class asked me to look at the word mediator in the context of
their “Social and Emotional Learning” class and a kindergarten class asked me to
investigate the word medieval in the context of their study of Middle Ages.
The large diagram on page 6 of this document was created out of those lessons. In
February 2017 I conducted workshops at a number of schools in the Bay Area and Los
Angeles in which the topics of social justice were of particular interest for many classes I
taught. A middle school class at Nueva was beginning to work on writing speeches on a
social justice issue the students were to choose. I modelled how to draw on Etymonline
to inform key terms even without getting into morphology with the matrices and word
sums. In corresponding with the Grade 5 teacher we agreed that “media” would be a
great launching pad since it relates to so many areas. Together we came up with this
statement to investigate:
One thing we need to consider when studying social justice issues is the role
of media (social media, advertising, TV, movies, news etc.). This is important
because the way society treats different groups is heavily influenced by the
way those groups are represented by the media.
I purposely planted the word <media> in such a way that we could see that it must be a
plural. I also knew that I wanted to investigate the word <advertising> in this context. I
ended up expanding on this lesson in visits to other schools. In some classes totally
new to SWI I used this lesson to introduce bound bases, word sums and the matrix. In
some classes these orthographic concepts were just revisited. So I recommend
teachers don’t think there is prerequisite knowledge students must have to teach these
lessons -- these lessons can be used to introduce this orthographic content.
Page 2 of this document is the page I created for the Grade 5 lesson at Nueva and then
One of my goals was to show teachers how they can use etymology even without going
into any analysis with word sums and matrices (morphology) to deepen understanding
of any subject area.
“Media in the Middle”
Etymonline tells us that the root of <media> goes back to the idea of “middle”. From that
we discussed the fact that “media” is between people and reality. It is like a mirror that
reflects information about places in the world we cannot often see for ourselves. Of
course we would love a flat mirror that perfectly reflects reality, but in the end the
“media” through which we see the world is warped by the conscious and unconscious
biases of those who create the media through which we interpret the world. We need
people to tell us about places and people we can’t visit. However, when we get our
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information through the media, we should always be aware that we are looking at a
reflection of reality -- not looking reality itself. There is never a way to get a perfect view
of reality, but we should work to analyze the information we have as carefully as
possible to better understand what we are seeing.
It became important to clarify that this is not about the “middle” of “left and right politics.”
Whatever “reality” is, it is unaffected by political frames. Those terms themselves could
be considered terms that the media uses that can affect our ability to see reality clearly!
Turning our attention to <advertising>
Any etymological search of <advertising> will bring us to a Latin root vert(ere) for “turn”.
From this we can discuss that unlike the “news media,” advertising doesn’t (or at least
shouldn’t!) make any claims to lack of bias. Literally advertising is designed to turn our
attention to what they are pointing to in the hopes that we will buy it. (See pages 6-7)
Starting SWI with Etymology (common roots)
All of these kinds of discussions can be done by teachers who know nothing about word
sums and matrices. Simply looking up key words in an etymological reference and
following the trail of information can offer us so much. The assignment on page 3 is the
one I made for a middle school class that I used to model how to read Etymonline. For
this document, I’ve created a page trying to lay out ways to read the precise information
in Etymonline and how to follow it. (See page 4.
Moving on to Morphology (common bases)
For those who want to go farther into the morphological families, having confidence in
finding etymological families is a great first step. Once you find the ultimate root of a
target word, you can search that root on Etymonline. We can then inspect what comes
up to find members of the extended etymological family of our target word. All words
that share a root with out target work are in the same etymological family.
To go into morphological relations we look within our extended family to find the various
immediate morphological families that extended family contains. To do this, we simply
analyze words with word sums to see which of them share a common spelling of base.
In the case of <media> we find a bound base <medi> that builds words like <mediator>,
<median>, <intermediate> and <medieval>. However, words like <middle>, <mean>
and others that share the same Latin root medi(us) cannot be analyzed to show that
<medi> base. So those words are in the same extended family of this root, but not in
same morphological family of <medi>. The diagram on page 5 attempts to show that
relationship. This is a rich addition to the investigation, but not necessary to make sense
of the metaphor of “media being in the middle.”
I hope the pages that follow help lay out a path that can be used for any investigation.
Investigating the etymology and morphology of <immigrant> and <migrate>
Click HERE for a video in which I model using Etymonline, analysis with word sums and
the Mini-Matrix-Maker to understand and represent the way these words an other
members of this family relate.
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Social Justice and the Media
Statement to analyze:
One thing we need to consider when studying social justice issues is the role of media
(social media, advertising, TV, movies, news etc.). This is important because the way
society treats different groups is heavily influenced by the way those groups are
represented by the media.
Draw on etymological information to inform our understanding of social justice
issues and the media
1) Circle the oldest root of the word <media> for which we have written evidence from
the information below pasted in from Etymonline.
2) Be ready to discuss how you know what the earliest written evidence is.
3) Underline the orthographic denotation we find from that root.
4) Discuss any ways this orthographic denotation of <media> and the senses,
meanings and uses of this word from its original use in Latin until the modern day
can be used to inform the above statement on social justice and the media.
Bonus: What does Douglas Harper (Etymonline author) tell us about the final <a> in
<media>?
media (n.)
"newspapers, radio, TV, etc." 1927, perhaps abstracted from mass media (1923, a
technical term in advertising); plural of medium, on notion of "intermediate agency," a
sense found in that word in English from c. 1600. See -a (2).
medium (n.)
1580s, "a middle ground, quality, or degree," from Latin medium "the middle, midst,
center; interval," noun use of neuter of adjective medius (see medial (adj.)). Meaning
"intermediate agency, channel of communication" is from c. 1600. That of "person who
conveys spiritual messages" first recorded 1853, from notion of "substance through
which something is conveyed." Artistic sense (oil, watercolors, etc.) is from 1854. Happy
medium is the "golden mean," Horace's aurea mediocritas.
medial (adj.)
1560s, "pertaining to a mathematical mean," from Late Latin medialis "of the middle,"
from Latin medius "in the middle, between; from the middle," as a noun (medium) "the
middle;" from PIE *medhyo- "middle" (source also of Sanskrit madhyah, Avestan
madiya- "middle," Greek mesos, Gothic midjis, Old English midd "middle," Old Church
Slavonic medzu "between," Armenian mej "middle"); perhaps related to PIE root *me"between." Meaning "occupying a middle position" is attested from 1721.
-a (2)
nominative neuter plural ending of certain nouns and adjectives in Latin and Greek that
have been adopted into English (phenomena, data, media, criteria, etc.). It also is
common in biology in Modern Latin formations of class names (Mammalia, Reptilia,
Crustacea).
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Reading Etymonline: Learn from following the etymological
trail of <media> in Etymonline
The word <media> that we use in English is actually a Latin word that is the plural of the Latin
word <medium>. We can see that there are Latin suffixes <-a> for plural and <-um> for singular
that are fixed on the Latin stem <medi->. I could show that structure by writing the Latin words
like this: <medi(a)>, <medi(um)>> In some contexts, English readers and writers have begun to
“English” these Latin words. For example an artist might say that they are starting to work with
different “mediums”. Some might argue that this is “incorrect” but all words and spellings have
evolved, so claiming that in this case it is “wrong” is quite problematic! To learn more about the
history and meanings of these words over time, we need to click the medium link.
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The use of <medium> in English with
the sense “intermediate agency” is
from “circa” 1600! A little older than the
use of <media> in English!
It helps to note that “c.” before a date
stands for “circa” which is clearly for
“around”!

The first evidence we
have of <media> as a
noun is 1927!
This notion of “substance
through which something
is conveyed” highlights
an important sense of the
meaning that is still
echoed in our use of the
word <media> for “mass
media” and our particular
discussion.

To follow the trail of the
etymological ancestors
of <media> I need to
follow the Latin root
medi(us) and click the
link for medial.

The PIE root and what
follows is beyond
“written evidence” See
note below on PIE.

This is the entry we find
from clicking “See -a (2).”
in the entry for <media>.

Finding the “oldest root” of your target word
The ultimate root we find for <media> before the “PIE root” is the Latin medi(us). According to the instructions, this is the one
we should circle as the oldest root of medi(a) for which we have written evidence. (See note on PIE below.) In Latin that word
medius carried the meaning “in the middle, between; from the middle”. That meaning offers us the “orthographic denotation” of
any of the words that derived from that Latin word -- including our target word <media>.
Etymonline gives us the history of our target word starting with its most recent attestation in an English context. This is even
the case of a loan word like <media> which is actually a Latin word that we have borrowed directly from Latin for our own
English purposes. When you go through Etymonline, the word “from” signals going back through history. Notice that words
written in italics almost always signal a non-English word that has acted as a root along the stepping stones from the ultimate
root though its journey to our current target word. Just like “people families” the farther back we go in a word’s “ancestry,” the
larger the group of words that can be identified as being of the same extended family. If you copy and paste that root into the
search engine of Etymonline you can inspect the entries that come up to determine members of the etymological family of
your target word. With that bank of etymological relatives, we can do morphological analysis with word sums to find which of
those etymological relatives share a base with our target word (morphological family). For our investigation see what words
come up when you paste <medius> into the Etymonline search engine.

What is that “PIE”?
The upper case “PIE” stands for “Proto-Indo-European” root. This is a hypothesis of a reconstructed word based on the
observation that many Indo-European languages have similar sounding words for a similar meaning. The initial asterisk in
etymological references signals something that has been reconstructed by linguists but for which there is no written evidence.
What follows the asterisk was never written down. We have no evidence that any PIE language was ever written. If it was -whatever it was written on has disappeared. I like to share with students and teachers that I find the information after the PIE
interesting and well worth exploring, but if we are looking for orthographic evidence of etymological relations, the farthest we
can safely go back to is the ultimate root before the PIE (or other Proto- roots that are marked by the asterisk as well.)
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81 HERE.
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• See how the words <middle> and <median> can share a meaning without sharing a base?
• When you understand the math concepts of <median>, <mean> and <mode>, why does it make sense that <median> and <mean>
are related by a family that has to do with the idea of “between, middle” but <mode> is NOT related?
• Which sense, extent, quantity or proper measure, do you associate with the math concept of “mode”?

Note that <mode> is not in the circle (etymological family) because it
has a different root.

Morphological family

The words represented by the matrix with the bound base
<medi> share not only that same root, but they also share the
same base element spelled <medi>. To test whether a word
belongs in this matrix, ensure that is has the same root, and then
construct a word sum linking to the base <medi>.

Etymological family

Latin medi(us) "middle, between"

(as in “average”)

mean

11

Name________________________________

All the words within the oval (including those represented by the
matrix) are in the same etymological family because they share
the Latin root ‘medi(us)’ with the sense of “middle, between”.

meridian

medi

middle

Etymological and Morphological Relatives

milieu
(French)

L. mod(us) "measure,
extent, quantity;
proper measure..."

mode

Structured Word Inquiry
What words are inType
the
middle?
Activities...
to enter
text

Structured Word Inquiry: Developing literacy and critical thinking by scientific inquiry about how spelling works
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Name________________________________

When we study current social issues, most people
are aware that it is important to understand the
role of the media (e.g. TV, news, advertisements,
on-line media).
vertigo

version
subversive
universe

Latin vert(ere), vers(us) "turn, be
turned; convert, transform,
translate; be changed,"

How does the history and relatives of the word <advertising>
inform our understanding of the role of advertising in forming
opinions about social issues?
Why are some words in the “oval” but not in the matrix?
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Name________________________________

When we study current social issues, most people are
aware that it is important to understand the role of the
media (e.g. TV, news, advertisements, on-line media).
Etymology of <advertising>:
From the Latin vert(ere), vers(us) "turn, be turned; convert, transform,
translate; be changed,"
For any word you want to analyze, circle the bound base <vert>.
If a final non-syllabic <e> is replaced, draw a line through it!

advertising

ad + vert + ise + ing ➔ advertising

advertiser
advertisement
subvert
converted
converter
convertible
inadvertent
reverting
inadvertently
incontrovertible
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